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Market Update — January 20th, 2023 

Spot resin trading remained surprisingly slow and demand was rather 
uninspired during a time that the market ought to be busier, as Jan  
typically starts an upswing in seasonally stronger buying. The vast 
majority of our domestic resin reselling peers shared the same  
sentiment, while exporters have seen robust sales this month. Still, 
domestic Polyethylene prices held steady while Polypropylene 
marched another 2-cents higher as PGP monomer costs continued to 
rapidly rise. Fresh resin offers were again quite tight due to  
significantly reduced operating rates over the past 4 months, including 
some Dec weather related production disruptions, alongside very 
heavy exports to China and strong sales to Latin America. Asian  
demand dropped off ahead of the Lunar New Year which will run for 
about 2 weeks. Despite the weakening US dollar which aids exports, 
European demand for US resin has been slowed by poor consumer 
demand and competitive offers from the Middle East. 
 
Polyethylene trading activity was again below average; the market 
began the year with strength amid tight supplies and a flurry of  
buying, but processor enthusiasm has since faded. PE prices, both 
prime and offgrade, firmly held on to their $.02-.03/lb gains garnered 
earlier in the month, but did not advance further this past week. The 
flow of railcar offers has been exceptionally light since early Dec and 
producers have generally refrained from showing any prime material 
to the spot market during Jan. Limited volumes of Prime PE railcars 
have been available to our market from distributor / reseller forecasts, 
as their processor demand has also been slack and they still have  
committed resin to sell. Even offgrade railcar offers have only trickled 
in these past few weeks as the export market seemed to soak up most 
of the material. Producers essentially sold out of their allotted export 
resin early in the month, though some material has been available 
from exporter inventories. 
 
More PE data emerged during the week and revealed a fifth  
consecutive monthly draw from domestic stockpiles, all together  
tallying more than a 1.1 billion lb reduction. This resulted from a  
significant decline in domestic production , record exports, and  
despite the 4th straight month of dismal domestic sales, producers  
collective PE stockpiles began Jan at the lowest level since Oct 2021.  
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Resin for Sale 14,310,454 lbs

Resin Total lbs Low High Bid Ask

PP Copo - Inj 2,766,832              0.565$     0.720$     0.620$      0.690$     

PP Homo - Inj 2,321,796              0.540$     0.690$     0.570$      0.640$     

LDPE - Film 2,142,760              54.000$   0.645$     0.580$      0.630$     

LLDPE - Film 1,934,760              0.485$     0.600$     0.520$      0.570$     

LLDPE - Inj 1,363,656              0.580$     0.695$     0.590$      0.640$     

HDPE - Blow 1,305,932              0.520$     0.625$     0.550$      0.600$     

HDPE - Inj 1,278,668              0.550$     0.620$     0.540$      0.590$     

HMWPE - Film 660,590                 0.500$     0.580$     0.520$      0.570$     

LDPE - Inj 535,460                 0.580$     0.690$     0.630$      0.680$     

   TPE MarketSpot Range
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Dec PE exports smashed all-time records, they ran 23% above the 
trailing 12-month average, it was the first time they were firmly above 
2 billion lbs, and began approaching 50% of all PE sales, more than 
twice the pace seen 5 years ago and prior. We encourage you all to 
subscribe to the American Chemistry Council (ACC) for full data sets 
and actual figures. PE prices may have been flat on the week, but 
tighter market conditions have shifted pricing power back into the 
hands of producers. With two Force Majeures still in place, specific 
grades are becoming outright tight, mostly for HDPE which was by 
far the most active and sought-after grade on our platform during the 
week. Lesser volumes of LDPE and LLDPE, both film and injection 
grades also changed hands. With limited upstream spot availability, 
the majority of orders were filled by our market-making inventory. 
We keep all commodity PE and PP grades in stock and ready for  
immediate shipment. 
 
The drawdown in the industry’s PE and PP inventories and the  
reduction in reactor run rates have put producers in a better position to 
push for Jan and Feb price initiatives, which have the added support 
from feedstock monomer markets, especially PGP which continued to 
spiral higher amid reduced monomer output. As the US domestic  
market now heads into the heart of Jan contract negotiations, it will be 
interesting to see whether Polyethylene producers will be able to  
secure any of their $.05 -.07/lb increase, which some have already 
relaxed to a nickel, with as much as another nickel already nominated 
for Feb. Polypropylene contracts will surely see a large cost-push  
increase implemented of a dime or more, and there is also a $.03/lb 
margin enhancing increase on the table. 
 
Spot Polypropylene trading was decent, but mostly disappointing, we 
transacted Prime HoPP and CoPP with some scattered offgrade sales, 
and prices gained another $.02/lb, bringing the Jan total to $.08/lb. 
The price rise might seem like a lot, but it pales in comparison to the 
sharp and steep run-up seen in spot Propylene monomer costs. Spot 
PGP advanced another $.10/lb this week alone, a total of $.19/lb since 
2023 began, and a whopping 100% since mid-Oct when spot PGP 
bottomed out at just $.25/lb. However, poor processor demand has 
limited the rise in spot Polypropylene levels; sure steep prices have 
been asked by suppliers, but few processors have been willing to pay 
up, placing a squeeze on spot resin margins.  
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This will create a challenge for producers to push through their  
proposed $.03/lb margin enhancing increase this month, despite their 
efforts to rebalance supply / demand by running reactors less than 
70% on average in the 4th quarter, which resulted in a nearly 250  
million lbs PP inventory draw. 
 
Still, Jan Polypropylene contracts will endure a huge cost-push led 
price increase that should land somewhere between $.10-.15/lb. As 
long as PGP prices remain elevated, a more mild settlement in Jan 
could support demand and keep upward pressure on pricing, by  
leaving some of increase out there for Feb. It will be very interesting 
to see what demand looks like as we get closer to month end and the 
official settle. It should spur better spot activity, as spot resin is  
currently priced below the likely cost of contract resin this month, 
which is a very strange occurrence in a rising market. While supplies 
have tightened, some sellers do have material on-hand, but are playing 
it closer to the hip as and not showing as many offers as replacement 
costs escalate and amid slower business conditions. The longevity and 
magnitude of this rally could hinge on monomer producers ability to 
bring back offline PDH units and consistently produce more monomer 
balanced against PP producers reduced reactor rate discipline. Of 
course, ultimate consumer demand also comes into play and whether 
or not processors will finally whip out their purchase order pads.  
  
Monomer markets were active, high volumes changed hands as prices 
moved higher. Ethylene took a backseat to PGP, but still saw  
relatively good participation. The first Ethylene deal came Tuesday 
afternoon after traders had finished their daily Propylene trading, a 
deal swapping Jan and Feb Ethylene was completed and a transaction 
flipping Jan and Mar delivery timeframes was also done. Over in  
Louisiana, participants exchanged Jan Ethylene at $.19/lb. Traders 
switched their focus back to TX material on Wednesday morning and 
a deal for spot Ethylene was inked at $.22625/lb, 2Q Ethylene  
deliveries were then finalized three times at $.2025/lb. On Friday, a 
deal switching delivery locations between LA and TX for Feb/Apr 
was seen and a final deal for spot Jan Ethylene was noted at $.2125/
lb. By week’s end spot Jan Ethylene held onto a fractional gain and 
settled at $.2125/lb, minor gains were also seen in Feb and Mar.                                               
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The Apr contract and beyond moved in the opposite direction  
incurring slight losses, many future months dipped below $.19/lb and 
the curve’s backwardation steepened. 
 
Polymer Grade Propylene reclaimed the leadership role over Ethylene 
noting extreme strength in spot demand and pricing. The week  
officially began on Tuesday and Jan PGP was immediately bid up to 
$.40/lb. With no spot offers present, traders moved a month out and 
twice scooped up Feb PGP at $.42/lb. Later that afternoon a willing 
seller appeared and a deal for Jan PGP was executed at $.44/lb,  
already up a quick $.04/lb. Full participation returned on Wednesday 
and a plethora of deals came together as prices stepped higher - Jan 
PGP exchanged hands at $.455/lb, $.465/lb, $.4675/lb, and then twice 
at $.47/lb, and transactions involving Apr-Dec PGP deliveries were 
seen finalized 7 separate times at $.405/lb, highlighting the steep  
backwardated shape of the forward curve. The market continued to see 
a splattering of Jan bids but there was a lack of spot offers. Late in the 
week it was reported that spot Jan PGP swapped ownership at $.50/lb, 
up a full dime. On Friday afternoon, the weighted spot Jan PGP index 
settled just a touch below $.44/lb, for nearly a nickel increase during 
the week. Feb PGP also screamed higher, rallying up almost $.075/lb. 
 
The weekly gains seen in the PGP front months outpaced the increases seen in deferred months and the already backwardated curve steepened. Though 
the Flint Hills PDH unit is expected to remain down for another several weeks, the Enterprise PDH unit is now scheduled to be back online sometime 
this month, some believe it may restart within the next several days. This news may have helped to ease the bullishness for future delivery months, but 
we still expect to see spot strength maintained. As of last week we were calling for an upcoming contract increase of around $.10/lb and this week’s con-
tinued rally should extend contract gains; however, with spot trading erratically to the upside, participants may find PGP contract negotiations difficult to 
conclude and $.15/lb, which is now justified by the weighted average, could be seen as very steep. 
 
The Energy complex continued its mixed trend as WTI and Brent Crude Oil extended its gains built on stronger demand out of China, while Nat Gas 
declined further amid soft demand. After the Federal MLK holiday on Monday, Feb WTI opened Tuesday at $80.10/bbl and rose to a high of $82.38/bbl 
the following day. On Thursday Feb WTI dropped $4.25/bbl to a low of $78.13/bbl. By Friday, Feb WTI picked backed up to settle at $81.31/bbl for a 
weekly net gain of $1.45/bbl. Mar Brent futures followed suit, and rose to a weekly high of $87.84/bbl on Wednesday, before peeling off $4.10/bbl to 
hang a low of $83.74/bbl. By Friday’s closing bell, Mar Brent recovered to settle at $87.63/bbl, up $2.35/bbl on the week. Feb Nat Gas began the trading 
week with strength and reached a high of $3.789/mmBtu on Tuesday, but then declined nearly $.70/mmBtu through Friday to a low of $3.091/mmBtu. 
Feb Nat Gas then bounced back up a bit and finished Friday at $3.174/mmBtu, down a net $.245/mmBtu. NGLs were mixed again with Ethane extend-
ing its losses by nearly $.015/lb to $.259/gal ($.109/lb), while Propane continued to climb, adding another $.064/lb to $.797/gal ($.225/lb). 
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